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IMPEDANCE AND BIOSENSOR BEHAVIOUR OF                                    
POLY(ETHYLENEDIOXITHIOPHENE-CO-PTOLYSULFONYLPYROLE) 
AGAINST DOPAMINE ON CFMBE 
SUMMARY 
 
Since the first appearance of the conducting polymers in the late 70s, [1] many 
researchers have been focused on finding applications for the newly discovered 
conducting polymers such as thin film transistors [2], polymer light emitting diodes 
(LEDs) [3], and electrochromic devices [4]. Through the judicious choice of 
molecule combinations it is possible to prepare multifunctional molecular structures 
that open the route possibilities for almost any desired applications. 
Carbon fiber microelectrodes (CFMEs) are stable and commercially available. Their 
disposable nature and low cost open a wide range of potential applications for 
instance in the field of biosensor. Modification of carbon fiber surfaces is mainly 
based on various oxidizing surface treatments and surface coating process. Surface 
modification by chemical, electrochemical means and plasma treatments enhance the 
wetting properties of the surface [16], and increases the possibility of forming 
attractive bonds (including polar interactions, hydrogen and of course covalent 
bonds) between the reinforcing fibers and the surrounding matrix polymer.By 
reducing the carbon fiber electrode area, a new electrode type;carbon fiber micro 
button electrode was made and it was used in the experiments for examining the 
electrode area size effect on electropolymerization and dopamine detection. 
The brain is a challenging environment for chemical sensing because low 
concentrations of analytes must be detected in the presence of interferences while 
disturbing the tissue as little as possible and because various surface processes 
inherent to biological systems can affect the sensor response. 
The dendrites of the dopaminergic neuron receive information from other cells. An 
action potential then propagates down the axon to the terminals, where 
neurotransmitters relay information to target cells. b) Enlarged view of a dopamine 
terminal. Dopamine (purple circles) is synthesized from tyrosine and packaged into 
vesicles. In response to an action potential, vesicles release their contents into the 
synapse. Dopamine can then diffuse out of the synapse, interact with receptors, or be 
taken up by the dopamine transporter [17]. 
In this thesis, the electrochemical coatings of PEDOT and P(Edot-co-pTsp) 
copolymer onto carbonfiber micro button electrode were examined.Different 
electropolymerization and dopamine detection 
methods;DPV,CV,Chronoamperometry were analyzed and compared for the best 
current response against dopamine.EIS characterization of PEDOT/CFMBE 
immersed solutions of different dopamine concentrations was also studied which is a 
quite new research  area. The electrochemical parameters of the  
 xi 
 
 
CFBME/PEDOT/Electroyte system were evaluated by employing The ZSimpWin 
(version 3.10) software from Princeton Applied Research.The results showed us,the 
EIS parameters depend on the dopamine concentration of a solution,thus EIS can be 
also used as dopamine detection in a system. 
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POLİETİLENDİOKSİTİYOFEN-PARATOLİSÜLFONİLPİROL       
KOPOLİMERİNİN KARBONFİBER MİKRO BUTON ELEKTROD 
ÜZERİNDE EMPEDANS VE BİYOSENSOR DAVRANIŞI 
 
ÖZET 
 
1976 da Alan MacDiarmid, Hideki Shirakawa ve bir grup araştırmacı iletken 
polimerleri keşfetti. Bu keşiften sonra diğer iletken polimerlerin sentezi 
araştırmacılar tarafından büyük ilgi uyandırmıştır. İletken polimer filmlerde 
elektriksel iletkenlik anyonik ve katyonik türlerin yüklenmiş olarak yapıya girmesini 
takip eden  yükseltgenme (p-katkılandırma) ve indirgenme (n-katkılandurma) yolu 
ile gerçekleşmektedir. Konjuge polimerlerin omurgasında çift bağların değişmesi ile 
katkılandırmadan oluşan yüklenmiş türler yardımıyla karbon zinciri boyunca 
elektronun taşınması, malzemeye iletkenlik kazandırır.   
İletken polimerler kimyasal ve elektrokimyasal olarak oluşturulur.Elektriksel olarak 
iletken polimerler elektrolit çözeltisi varlığında var olan monomerin anodik 
yükseltgenmesi (elektrokaplama) ile bir destek elektrot yüzeyinde elde edilir. 
Elektrokimyasal aktif iletken polimerlerin uygulamaları, hazırlanması ve 
karakterizasyonu elektrokimyada önemli yer tutmaktadır. 
Karbon fiber dar dağılım büyüklüğü, yüksek girilebilir yüzey alanı, düşük dirençlilik, 
yüksek kararlılık ile mükemmel bir yapıya sahiptir. Gözenekli yapıdaki karbon, geniş 
yüzey alanı ve iyi polarize olması nedeniyle süperkapasitör uygulamalarda umut vaat 
eden elektrot malzemelerdir. Genelde konjuge polimerlerin karbon fiber mikro 
elektrot üzerine kaplanması kaplanan filmin spektroskopik, morfolojik ve 
elektrokimyasal teknikle karakterizasyonunu kolaylaştırır. Belirli elektrokimyasal 
durumda kaplanan farklı polimerler karşılaştırıldığında uygulama yönünden 
materyallerin özelliği hakkında bilgi verir.Bu çalışmada,çalışma elektrodunun alanı 
küçültülerek,karbon fiber mikro batın elektrod kullanılmış ve elektrod alanının 
elektropolimerizasyon ve dopamine tayini üzerindeki etkisi incelenmiştir. 
Bu çalışmada, polietilendiyoksitiyofen ve polietilendiyoksitiyofen & 
paratolisülfonilpirol kopolimerinin karbon-fiber mikro batın elektrod üzerindeki 
elektrokimyasal polimerizasyonları gerçekleştirilmiştir.Döngülü voltametri, 
diferansiyel puls voltametri ve kronoamperometri yöntemleri kullanılmış,ve 
dopamine tayini için yöntem kıyaslaması yapılmıştır.Ayrıca,polietilendiyoksitiyofen 
kaplanmış elektrodun elektrokimyasal empedans spektroskopi karakterizasyonu 
yapılmış,eşdeğer devre modeli çizilmiştir.Buradaki sonuçlar,çözeltideki dopamine 
konsantrasyonunun empdedans değerlerini etkilediği yönünde olmuştur. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Conductive Polymers 
Conducting polymers (CPs) have attracted considearble interest in recent years 
because of their potential applications in different technologies, for example, in 
electronic dispalys, smart windows, sensors, catalysis, redox capacitors, actuators 
and in secondary batteries [18-22]. In 1958, polyacetylene was first synthesised by 
Natta as a black powder. This was found to be a semi-conductor with a conductivity 
between 7.10-11 to 7.10-3 S m-1, depending upon how the polymer was processed and 
manipulated. This compound remained a scientific curiosity until 1967, when a 
postgraduate student of Hideki Shirakawa at the Tokyo Institute of Technology was 
attempting to synthesize polyacetylene, and a silvery thin film was produced as a 
result of a mistake. It was found that 1000 times too much of the Ziegler-Natta 
catalyst, Ti(O-n-But)4 - Et3Al, had been used. When this film was investigated it was 
found to be semiconducting, with a similar level of conductivity to the best of the 
conducting black powders. Further investigations, initially aimed to produce thin 
films of graphite, showed that exposure of this form of polyacetylene to halogens 
increased its conductivity a billion fold. Undoped, the polymer was silvery, insoluble 
and intractable, with a conductivity similar to that of semiconductors. When it was 
weakly oxidised by compounds such as iodine it turned a golden colour and its 
conductivity increased to about 104 S m-1.  
Conducting polymers (CPs) are an exciting new class of electronic materials, which 
have  attracted rapidly increasing interest since their discovery in 1979 [23]. CPs 
have the potential of combining the high conductivities of pure metals with the 
processibility, corrosion resistance and low density of polymers [24], electrochromic 
displays [25], electromagnetic shielding [26], sensor technology [27], non-linear 
optics [28] and molecular electronics [29]. 
In the 1980's polyheterocycles were first developed. Polyheterocycles were found to 
be much more air stable than polyacetylene, although their conductivities were not so 
high, typically about 103 S m-1. By adding various side groups to the polymer 
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backbone, derivatives which were soluble in various solvents were prepared. Other 
side groups affected properties such as their colour and their reactivity to oxidising 
and reducing agents. Electrochemical polymerization represents a widely employed 
route for the synthesis of some important classes of conjugated polymers such as 
polypyrrole (PPy) and polycarbazole (PCz), polythiophene (PTh). During the past 
two decades these materials have been the focus of considerable interest motivated 
by both fundamental problems posed by their structure and electrical properties and 
their multiple potential technological applications [30] including transparent 
electrode materials [31]. Conducting polymers can be prepared via chemical or 
electrochemical polymerization [32]. Electrochemical synthesis is rapidly becoming 
the preferred general method for preparing electrically conducting polymers because 
of its simplicity and reproducibility. The advantage of electrochemical 
polymerization is that the reactions can be carried out at room temperature. By 
varying either the potential or current with time the thickness of the film can be 
controlled [33]. Films of electronically conducting polymers are generally obtained 
onto a support electrode surface by anodic oxidation (electropolymerization) of the 
corresponding monomer in the presence of an electrolyte solution. Different 
electrochemical techniques can be used including potentiostatic (constant potential), 
galvanostatic (constant current), and potentiodynamic (potential scanning i.e. cyclic 
voltammetry) methods. Electrically conductivity is achieved in the film of 
conducting polymer by oxidation (p-doping) or reduction (n-doping), followed 
respectively by the insertion of anionic or cationic species [34]. The pi-electron 
system along the polymer backbone, which confers rigidity and the cross linking 
points between polymer chains, make conducting polymers insoluble, infusible and 
poorly processable.  
Biochemical sensors have been shown to provide complementary and additional 
information to that contributed by the well-established bioanalytical techniques. 
Particular advantages of biochemical sensors concern the following: the possibility 
of miniaturizing the setup, in principle down to the molecular scale, the use of well-
established micro system technologies during manufacture, integration of signal 
preprocessing steps on a chip, and the building of arrays for more complex pattern 
recognition analysis. By combining the use of electronically conducting polymers 
with immobilized enzymes and by making use of the particular properties of 
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conducting polymers, it is possible to develop novel enzyme-based bioelectronic 
devices.  
In view of the wide spectrum of the potential applications, it is clear that a further 
control of the electropolymerization conditions, use of different substrates and 
stability of resulting polymer can contribute to extend the scope of the technological 
applications of conducting polymers as thin films. The electro-grafting of a range of 
copolymers with various monomer concentrations have been recently examined 
using carbon fibers as the electrode [28-40]. The preparation of a range of conductive 
polymers, i.e. carbazole has also been described and the electro-grafting of 
relationship between the polymerization parameters and the surface properties of the 
electrodes are established [41]. 
Numerous applications have been demonstrated and proposed for conjugated 
polymers. Some of the present and potential commercial applications of these 
systems are listed below [42, 43]. 
- Storage batteries, super capacitors, electrolytic capacitors and fuel cells 
- Sensors (biosensors and chemical sensors) 
- Ion-specific membranes 
- Ion supply / exchange devices (drug and biomolecule release) 
- Electrochromic displays (ECDs) (electromagnetic shutters) 
- Corrosion protection 
- Transparent conductors 
- Mechanical actuators (artificial muscles) 
- Gas separation membranes 
- Conductive thermoplastics 
- Microwave wieldable plastics 
- Electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding 
- Aerospace applications (lightning strike protection, microwave absorption / 
transmission) 
- Conductive textiles 
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- Anti-static films and fibers (photocopy machines) 
- Conductor / insulator shields 
- Neutron detection 
- Photoconductive switching 
- Conductive adhesives and inks 
- Electronics (conductor feedthroughs) 
- Non-linear optics 
- Electronic devices 
This list can be divided into three main classes based mainly on function and redox 
state. Firstly, applications that utilize the conjugated polymer in its neutral state are 
often based around their semi-conducting properties, as in electronic devices such as 
field effect transistors or as the active materials in electroluminescent devices. 
Secondly, the conducting forms of the polymers can be used for electron transport, 
electrostatic charge dissipation, and as EMI-shielding materials. These first two types 
of applications can be viewed as “static” applications (as the polymers do not change 
their electronic state during use). The final area of the applications is based around 
those that use the ability of the polymers to redox switch between charge states. 
These include their use as battery electrode materials, electrochromic materials, and 
in ion release devices and biosensors. 
Conducting polymers show interesting electrochromic properties. For instance, 
depending on the structures and substituents, polymer films show different colors 
and different properties, such as cathodic or anodic coloration, multi-coloration, etc. 
The remarkable advances in electrochromic performance can be viewed from several 
fronts. First, the range of colors now available effectively spans the entire visible 
spectrum [44] and also extends through the near and mid-infrared regions. This is 
due to the ability to synthesize a wide variety of polymers with varied degrees of 
electron-rich character and conjugation. For example, a fine adjustment of the band 
gap, and consequently of the color, is possible through modification of the structure 
of the polymer via monomer functionalization, copolymerization [45] , and the use of 
blends, laminates and composites [46, 47]. Second has been the marked increase in 
device lifetimes. The key to this is control of the degradation processes within the 
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polymeric materials (by lowering the occurrence of structural defects during 
polymerization) and the redox systems [48, 49]. Third, the polymer based ECDs have 
achieved extremely fast switching times of a few hundreds of milliseconds for large 
changes in optical density. This fast switching is attributed to a highly open 
morphology of electroactive films, which allows for fast dopant ion transport [50]. 
Other beneficial properties of polymers are outstanding coloration efficiencies [51] 
along with their general process ability. 
1.2. Conjugated Polymers  
During the last twenty years, conjugated polymers, such as polyacetylene, 
polyaniline, polypyrrole, polythiophene, etc., have attracted tremendous attention, 
mainly because of their interesting optical, electrochemical and electrical properties. 
These properties may lead to a variety of applications such as information storage, 
electroluminescent devices, optical signal processing, solar energy conversion 
materials, electrochemical cells, EIM shielding, antistatic coatings, bioelectronic 
devices, etc.[52-54]. For instance, these materials are well known for their high 
electrical conductivity arising upon doping (oxidation, reduction and protonation). 
The delocalized electronic structure of these polymers is partly responsible for the 
stabilization of the charge carriers created upon doping and electrical conductivities 
in the range of 1-1000 S cm-1 can be reached in most cases. Moreover, processibility 
and a high level of conjugation have been obtained through the incorporation of alkyl 
side chains on polythiophene [55-60]. 
In addition to the use of colorimetric detection, due to the change in the absorption 
characteristics of the polymer backbone, electrochemical techniques can be also 
advantageously employed. The recognition or binding events, between the 
functionalized side chains and the external stimuli, could be detected and measured 
by taking advantage of the large difference in the electronic structure between a 
planar and a nonplanar form of the polymer backbone. This results in a very 
significant shift of the oxidation potentials, allowing the design of highly selective 
and efficient electrochemical sensors. 
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1.3. Electrochemical Polymerization 
1.3.1. Electrochemical Initiation 
Faraday’s law is the fundamental principle governing electropolymerization. A 
comparison of product yield charge transferred is a reliable criterion for judging 
whether a simple a reaction path is followed or a complex set of reactions takes 
place. The occurrence of chain propagation reactions is immediately evident when 
large numbers of monomer units are polymerized per electron transferred [61-62]. 
An electrode reaction, by definition, takes place by a transfer charge between two 
phases. Often this is associated with the change of charge carrier (e.g. electrons in a 
metal and ions in an electrolyte). All electrode reactions are interfacial in nature, 
which means reacting species must be transported to and from the interface [63]: 
R(s)                  O + e-       (Oxidized)                                            (2.1) 
The particular characteristic of electrode reaction is that depends on the potential 
applied to the electrode surface. The rate of the electrode reaction is conveniently 
measured as a current because each elementary reaction is accompanied by the 
transfer of a unit charge across the interface. In electro-organic reactions, the active 
species are generated on the electrode surface through electron transfer between a 
substrate molecule and the electrode in which the substrate molecule is transformed 
to a cation radical or anion radical, depending on the direction of electron transfer. 
Thus the active species is generated through electron transfer between a substrate and 
an electrode, as this always involves inversion of the polarity of the substrate, this 
type of inversion is not always easy in organic synthesis. The electrochemical 
synthesis of conducting polymer is an electro-organic process rather than an organic 
electrochemical one, because the emphasis is on electrochemistry and the 
electrochemical process rather than organic synthesis. Electrochemical 
polymerization is a radical combination reaction and is diffusion controlled. The 
radicals generated thus diffuse towards each other and react faster than they can 
diffuse away from the electrode vicinity. Hence at lower potential the generation of 
radicals can be controlled in such way that diffusion away from the electrode surface 
is minimized to avoid a disproportionate reaction of these free radicals. 
Electropolymerization appears to be a very straightforward synthesis, but for a 
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proper understanding of the phenomenon, attention should be paid to the metal 
electrode / solution interface. 
Table 1.1 Structures and names of monomers and copolymer used 
 
Structures 
 
Monomers 
                               
                         EDOT  
 
                           pTsp 
 
 
                 P(Edot-co-pTsp) 
 
1.4..Para-Tolylsulfonyl pyrrole (pTsp) 
P-Tolylsulfonyl pyrrole is a new type monomer, which contains sulfonyl groups. It is 
a base for high performance polymers used in electro technique, aero spatial, 
chemical, drug and food industries, due to their resistance to high temperature, 
impact, fire, X and ß radiations, as well as to their mechanical and electrical 
properties [84]. There are a few drawbacks that limit their applications, such as poor 
resistance to aromatic solvents and UV radiations [85]. Modified polysulfones are 
SO O
N
CH3
N
S=O
CH
=O
3
S
O O
n
m
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used in coatings, membranes, selectively permeable films, ion-exchange fibers and 
resins [86-89]. Structure and abbreviation of monomers (edot and pTsp) and 
copolymer P(Edot-co-pTsp)) were given in Table 2.1. 
1.5. Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) 
During the second half of the 1980s, scientists at the Bayer AG research laboratories 
in Germany developed a new polythiophene derivative, poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene), having the backbone structure shown below.[51].This 
polymer, often abbreviated as PEDOT, was initially developed to give a soluble 
conducting polymer that lacked the presence of undesired α-β, and β-β,couplings 
within the polymer backbone. Prepared using standard oxidative chemical or 
electrochemical polymerization methods, PEDOT was initially found to be an 
insoluble polymer, yet exhibited some very interesting properties. In addition  to a 
very high conductivity (ca. 300 S/cm), PEDOT was found to be almost transparent in 
thin, oxidized films and showed a very high stability in the oxidized state. [52] The 
solubility problem was subsequently circumvented by using a water-soluble 
polyelectrolyte, poly(styrene sulfonic acid) (PSS), as the charge balancing dopant 
during polymerization to yield PEDOT/PSS. This combination resulted in a water-
soluble polyelectrolyte system with good filmforming properties, high conductivity 
(ca. 10 S/cm), high visible light transmissivity, and excellent stability. [53] Films of 
PEDOT/PSS can be heated in air at 100 oC for over 1000 h with only a minimal 
change in conductivity. With this new system, now known under its commercial 
name BAYTRON   P (P stands for polymer), Bayer researchers have been able to 
develop several applications. Although initially used as an antistatic coating in 
photographic films from AGFA, several new applications have been implemented 
over the past few years (e.g., electrode material in capaci-tors, material for through-
hole plating of printed circuit boards), and more are expected. [54]  
Examining the range of polymers that have been accessed using the PEDOT building 
block, one is struck by its synthetic flexibility and utility. Its highly electron-rich 
nature plays a profound role in the optical, electrochemical, and electrical properties 
of the resultant polymers. The conducting form of PEDOT stands out for its high 
degree of visible light transmissivity and concurrent environmental stability, which is 
important for industrial applications. EDOT  polymerizes rapidly and efficiently, 
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leading to highly electroactive PEDOT films that adhere well to typical electrode 
materials and have a low oxidation potential, which provides for facile, long-term 
electrochemical switching. As illustrated by the many derivatives shown above, 
PEDOT provides materials with a range of bandgaps, yielding films   having colors 
over the entire spectral range. The synthetic flexibility of EDOT, coupled with its 
recent commercial availability as BAYTRON M, has made it an excellent 
component for variable-bandgap conjugated polymers. In general, the electronic 
bandgap of a conjugated chain is controlled by varying the degree of p-overlap along 
the backbone via steric interactions, and by controlling the electronic character of the 
p-system with electrondonating or accepting substituents. The latter is accomplished 
by using substituents and co-repeat units that adjust the highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) and lowest  unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy levels of 
the p-system. A broad family of EDOT-based polymers has been prepared with 
higher energy gaps than the parent PEDOT. By using a series of oxidatively 
polymerizable bis-EDOT-arylenes, polymers with bandgaps ranging from 1.4±2.5 
eV have been prepared. As such, neutral polymer with colors ranging from blue 
through purple, red, orange, green, and yellow have been made available. Examining 
the range of polymers that have been accessed using the PEDOT building block, one 
is struck by its   synthetic flexibility and utility. Its highly electron-rich nature plays a 
rofound role in the optical, electrochemical, and electrical properties of the resultant 
polymers. The conducting form of PEDOT stands out for its high degree of visible 
light transmissivity and concurrent environmental stability, which is important for 
industrial applications. EDOT polymerizes rapidly and efficiently, leading to highly 
electroactive PEDOT films that adhere well to typical electrode materials and have a 
low oxidation potential, which provides for facile, long-term electrochemical 
switching. As illustrated by the many derivatives shown above, PEDOT provides 
materials with a range of bandgaps, yielding films having colors over the entire 
spectral range. 
1.6. Carbon Fiber Microelectode 
Carbon due to different allotropes (graphite, diamond, ly.fullerenes /nanotubes), 
various microtextures (more or less ordered) owing to the degree of graphitization, a 
rich variety of dimensionality from 0 to 3D and ability for existence under different 
forms (from powders to fibres, foams, fabrics and composites) represents a very 
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attractive material for electrochemical applications, especially for storage of energy. 
Carbon electrode is well polarizable, however, its electrical conductivity strongly 
depends on the thermal treatment, microtexture, hybridization and and content of 
heteroatoms. Additionally, the amphoteric character of carbon allows use of the rich 
electrochemical properties of this element from donor to acceptor state. Apart from 
it, carbon materials are environmentally friendly. During the last years a great 
interest has been focused on the application of carbons as electrode materials because 
of their accessibility, and easy proceessibility and relatively low cost. They are 
chemically stable in different solutions(from strongly acidic to basic) and able for 
performance in a wide rnge of temperatures.  Already well-established chemical and 
physical methods of activation allow to produce materials with a developed surface 
area and a controlled distribution of pores that determine the electrode/electrolyte 
interface for electrochemical applications. The possibility of of using the activated 
carbon  without binding substance, e.g., fibrous fabrics or felts, gives an additional 
profit from construction point of view. 
Taking into account all mentioned characteristics, carbon as a material for the storage 
of the energy in electrochemical capacitors seems to be extremely attractive. 
High performance carbon fibers can be combined with thermoset and thermoplastic 
resin systems. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN) based carbon fibers are under continual 
development and are used in composites in order to produce materials of lower 
density and greater strength.  
They are used for weaving, braiding, filament winding applications, unidirectional 
tapes and as prepreg tow for fiber placement having excellent creep, fatigue 
resistance, high tensile strength and stiffness characteristics.  
The application of a polymeric/copolymeric ‘interface’, acting as a coupling agent, 
can improve the interfacial properties between reinforcing (carbon) fibers and the 
polymeric matrix [65-66]. However, these interfacial reactive groups need to be 
strongly bound to the carbon surface so that these copolymer materials can survive 
other subsequent treatments, i.e., treatment with thermoset thermoplastic resin 
systems or for the immobilization of enzymes (for biosensor microelectrode 
fabrication). The surfaces of these systems can also be reacted with metal catalysts, 
which bind strongly to the carbon fiber due to the presence of suitable functional 
groups in the conductive copolymer coating. For these reasons, the detailed 
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characterization of strongly bound polymers or copolymers, having a homogeneous 
thin film, is important. Electrografting of copolymers with conductive and 
nonconductive contents onto carbon fibers were studied recently [57, 67 -69]. 
1.7. Cyclic Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltametry is a popular member of a  family of dynamic electrochemical 
methods in which the potential applied to electrochemical cell is  scanned. The 
resulting current is output vs potential. A typical three-electrode cell suitable for 
studies of materials includes reference electrode, a counter electrode, and a working 
electrode. Instrumentation for modern cyclic voltametry is based on three electrode 
potantiostat which controls the potential of working electrode vs reference electrode, 
while compansating for as much of the cell resistance possible. The potansiostat and 
cell design allow events at working electrode to be monitored during the experiment. 
The potential waveform input to the electrochemical cell is triangular or cyclic. The 
potential scan is programmed to begin at an initial potential where no electrolysis 
occurs. The scan continues at the desired linear scan rate to the switching potential,  
then reverse direction  and   returns to the initial potential. 
The output of  cyclic voltametry is a plot of the current flowing in the 
electrochemical cell during  the cyclic potential scan. Consider a solution containing 
electroactive species O in the cellwith a metal working electrode.  This solution also 
contains a large concentrations (e.g. 0,01 to 1M) of inert  electrolyte to lower the cell 
resistance and minimize electrical migration.     
1.8. Chronoamperometry 
Choronoamperometric method is used to measure the current as a function of time, is 
a method of choice to study the kinetic of polymerization and especially the first 
steps [48]. As a potential step is large enough to cause an electrochemical reaction is 
applied to an electrode, the current changes with time. The study of this current 
response as a function of time is called chronoamperometry (CA). CA is a useful tool 
for determining diffusion coefficients and for investigating kinetics and mechanisms. 
Unlike CV, CA can yield this information in a single experiment. 
In Chronoamperometry, the current is monitored as a function of time. It is important 
to note that the basic potential step experiment is Chronoamperometry; that is, during 
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the experiment, the current is recorded as a function of time. However, after the 
experiment, the data can also be displayed as charge as a function of time (the charge 
is calculated by integrating the current). Hence, chronocoulometry data can be 
obtained.  
Chronoamperometry is an electrochemical technique in which the potential of 
working electrode is stepped, and the resulting current from faradaic processes 
occurring at the electrode is monitore as a function of time.  
The current-time curve is described as Cottrel equation. 
i = nFACD½pi-½t -½ 
where: n = number of electrons transferred/molecule 
F = Faraday's constant (96,500 C mol-1) 
A = electrode area (cm2) 
D = diffusion coefficient (cm2 s-1) 
C = concentration (mol cm-3) 
1.9 Differential Pulse Voltammetry 
Differential pulse polarography (DPP) uses the differential pulse excitation signal  
where a series of small pulses are made to the potential applied to the working 
electrode. Each potential pulse is fixed, has a small amplitude, and is superimposed 
on a slowly changing base potential.In order to separate the faradaic and nonfaradaic 
currents, the total current is measured twice; once just prior to the voltage pulse 
providing a baseline current, and once close to the end of the pulse when the 
nonfaradaic currents have decreased significantly. 
 The difference between the two currents at each pulse, the resultant current, is 
determined and centered on the base potential of the pulse. DPP has two major 
advantages, the ability to separate peaks at similar potentials and excellent 
sensitivity. 
1.10. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a small time technique for the 
investigation of the capacitive behaviour constant which is related to the electrical 
charge transfer at the carbon materials. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a 
more advanced but very powerful method which allows the investigation of the 
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electron transport and the electronic resistance (electron transfer), the ionic 
conductivity, and enables the measurement of film porosity in the polymer. Note that 
the interpretation of impedance spectroscopy results is based on equivalent circuits 
which are compatible with a variety of different physical and theoretical models. 
 
 
 
 
 
                         Figure 1.1: An equivalent circuit model 
The equivalent circuit (Figure 1.1 ) representing each component at the interface and 
in the solution during an electrochemical reaction shown for comparison with the 
physical components. Cdl: double layer capacitor; Rp: polarization resistor; W: 
Warburg resistor, Rs: solution resistor used form modeling of impedance spectra. 
Theoretical models have been developed to explain the impedance characteristics of 
homogeneous films and porous membranes. For the uniform films a model 
considering the diffusional transport of single type of charge carrier (electron or ion) 
across the film with a charge transfer process at metal-film interface was proposed. 
This model could explain the Randles circuit behaviour, the Warburg contribution 
and the capacitive responses at low frequencies. On the other hand, in the advanced 
homogeneous models, diffusion-migration transport of electrons and/or ions and 
nonequilibrium charge transfer across the interfaces at the boundaries of the films 
were considered and explained through introduction of one or more capacitive 
elements in parallel with charge transfer resistances in the equivalent circuits. 
The generalized transmission line circuit model predicts the relevant impedance 
features of such a system in terms of a Nyquist plot , based on a mathematical 
approach. The two semi-circles at the highest frequencies, induced by the processes 
at the metal/polymer and polymer/solution interfaces, are, in practice, not always 
detectable. Sometimes, only one or even one-half semi-circle is observed; for other 
cases, these two semi-circles are partially overlapped to each other, the actual 
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situation observed depending on the characteristics of the interfacial processes in 
terms of energy (resistance) to overcome at the relevant interface. Moreover, these 
semi-circles are very often depressed, most probably due to non-homogeneous 
separation surfaces . Furthermore, they can also overlap to the mid-frequency 
Warburg impedance quasi-450- slope segment that reflects the diffusion-migration of 
ions at the boundary surface between solution and polymer, inside the latter medium. 
Finally, the 900-trend at the lowest frequencies, due to capacitive impedance, 
accounts for the charge transport process inside the bulk of the film. 
It has already examined how a working electrode/solution interface responds to 
various perturbations including potential steps and potential sweeps. These 
perturbations are usually of large amplitude, and they generally drive the working 
electrode far from equilibrium. Another approach is to perturb the cell alternating 
(usually sinusoidal) signal of small amplitude (nominally a few milivolts peak to 
peak) and observe the manner in which the systems follow the perturbation at steady 
state. A major advantage with this ac impedance spectroscopic technique is that the 
response theoretically treated via linearized current-potential characteristic. These 
leads to important modeling simplifications matters related to diffusion and 
charge/ion transport kinetics. The parameter (electrical) impedance Z is the ac analog 
of the resistance, R for dc circuits and express the relationship between a sinusoidal 
signal and corresponding response  
e=E.sinwt                                                                                                             (2.3) 
i=I(sinwt +  ф)                                                                                                     (2.4) 
z=e/I                                                                                                                     (2.5) 
The phase angle ф is negative for capacitive circuits and is 900 for a pure capacitor. 
The impedance then is obviously a vector quantity and as usual, we can employ both 
rectangular and polar coordinates to denote a vector. In the former format, the vector 
z is given by R-jXc, where j=(-1)1/2 and Xc is termed capacitive reactance (equal to 
1/ wC, w=2пf, where f is the ac frequency in hertz. Simply put Xc is a frequency 
sensitive variable resistor that switches from infinity at low frequency to zero at high 
frequency. The magnitude of Z │Z│) is (R2 + Xc2)1/2 and phase angle is given by  
tan ф= Xc/R=1/wRC                                                                                             (2.6) 
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In polar coordinates, Z can be written in Eular form as  
Z=│Z│ei ф                                                                                                             (2.7) 
Separation of impedance components into ‘real’ and ‘imaginary’ components is a 
bookkeeping measure and simply embodies the fact that there is phase lag between 
the applied signal and measured response. Thus, we can model the systems response 
in terms of impedance plots and expect the response from a purely resistive circuit to 
be distributed along abscissa. On the other hand, a ‘pure’ capacitor will manifest a 
response along the ordinate. Intermediate values of ф are expected for other RC 
circuits . 
At high frequencies, the semicircle is attributable to the process at the polymer-
electrolyte interface, which is expected to be the double-layer capacitance (Cdl) in 
parallel with the charge-transfer resistance (Rct) due to the charge exchange and 
compensation at the polymer-solution interface . 
1.11. Biosensors 
Biosensors represent a new trend emerging in the diagnostic technology. The 
estimation of metabolites such as glucose, urea, cholesterol and lactate in whole 
blood is of central importance in clinical diagnostics. A biosensor is a device having 
a biological sensing element either intimately connected to or integrated within a 
transducer. The aim is to produce a digital electronic signal, which is proportional to 
the concentration of a specific chemical or set of chemicals. Biosensor instruments 
are specific, rapid, simple to operate, can be easily fabricated with minimal sample 
pretreatment involved. The apparently alien marriage of two contrasting disciplines 
combines the specificity and sensitivity of biological systems with the computing 
power of microprocessor. Conducting polymer based biosensors are the direct 
binding of the biocatalyst to an electronic device that transduces and amplifies the 
signal [223]. In a biosensor, the phenomenon is recognized by a biological system 
called a bioreceptor, which is in direct contact with the sample and forms the 
sensitive component of the biosensor. The bioreceptor has a particularly selective site 
that identifies the analyte. 
Biosensors have undergone rapid development over the last few years. This is due to 
the combination of new bioreceptor with the ever-growing number of transducers. 
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The characteristics of these biosensors have been improved, and their increased 
reliability has yielded new applications. The predominant application of biosensors is 
in the biomedical field which has a constant need for monitoring biological 
parameters in health care techniques. The biosensor is particularly suitable for such 
measurements because a sample can be analyzed in a complex biological 
environment without the need for chemical reagents. Biosensors can be used in vivo 
and, because they give a continuous signal, can monitor metabolite concentrations in 
real time. Hence their important application in the control of blood sugar in diabetics. 
The applications of biosensors in the food produce industry have been developed in 
parallel. One major breakthrough is the possibility of sterilization, allowing the use 
of biosensors in fermentation processes. The environment also requires continuous 
surveillance if it is to have proper protection but present physicochemical technique 
are limited in this respect, especially with regard to toxicity. Biosensors can meet 
these needs; the target enzymes of the toxic agents are simply associated with the 
appropriate transducer. 
Current research concentrates on improving biosensor sensitivity (through the use of 
mediators and enzymatic amplification) and selectivity (through the use of 
immunoagents). Their use comes up against many unresolved technical problems and 
a number of factors remain to be investigated, for example, miniaturization for in-
vivo applications, biocompatibility, stability, and response time. The next steps will 
be decisive and the competition is very stiff.  
1.12. Dopamine (DA) (C8H11NO2)  
Dopamine is one of the excitatory neurotransmitters that plays an important role in 
several physiological events (Scheme 2.5). It is involved in the functioning of renal, 
cardiovascular, hormonal and nervous systems. Dopamine is also involved in 
neurological diseases such as Parkinson’s [163], Alzheimer’s disease [164] and 
schizophrenia [165]. It has been also suggested that dopamine plays a role in drug 
addiction [166-169] and some manifestations of HIV [170, 171] Therefore, efforts 
have been orientated towards finding a sensitive, selective and reproducible method 
for the quantification of dopamine. 
Dopamine is an electrochemically active compound that can be oxidized at an 
appropriate potential. Dopamine is present at low concentrations in the human body 
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(nM range). On the other hand other electroactive compounds such as ascorbic acid 
are normally present together with dopamine in human body samples. This 
electroactives compounds will interfere with the dopamine signal since they are 
present at high concentrations and their oxidation potentials are close to the 
dopamine oxidation potential. Different strategies have been used to overcome these 
problems. Different approaches using films (Nafion) [172], over oxidized 
polypyrrole [173], over oxidized poly(1,2-phenylenediamine) [174], poly(3-
methylthiopene) [175], clay modified electrodes [176], polythiophene [177, 178], 
self-assembled monolayer [179, 180], and poly(2-picolinic acid) [181] among others 
have been used  to electrocatalize the oxidation of dopamine.  
Dopamine is a monoamine neurotransmitter that upon binding to a dopamine 
receptor releases a variety of downstream signals. Melting point, 82.5 oC, boiling 
point: 270 oC. Dopamine is a compound that is highly sensitive to oxygen. It is made 
by our brain cells and is a hormone-like neurotransmitter. Chemists sometimes refer 
to it as a feel-good chemical that is present in our brains. It is responsible for 
fundamental brain functions. It tells our body how to move and what actions to take. 
Basically it is responsible for how we think and act. A lack of dopamine can lead to 
brain dysfunctions such as Parkinson’s disease. This deficiency of dopamine in our 
body can be treated with nutrients and amino acids, which are the raw materials that 
our body uses to make these neurotransmitters naturally. Dopamine is associated 
with feelings of pleasure and elation. It is a chemical that transmits pleasure signals. 
The brain is a challenging environment for chemical sensing because low 
concentrations of analytes must be detected in the presence of interferences, while 
disturbing the tissue as little as possible, and because various surface processes 
inherent to biological systems can affect sensor response. Thus, to make meaningful 
measurements, we must understand the properties of the analytical sensor and the 
general characteristics of the biological system. The perfect sensor would be highly 
sensitive and selective, with an infinitely fast response time. However, there is 
always a compromise among these three properties, and biological experiments must 
be designed with these variables in mind. 
It is important to minimize the size of the electrode so that synapses can be 
approached as closely as possible and tissue damage minimized. Typical cylindrical 
carbon fiber microelectrodes used in vivo are 5 µm in diameter and 100 µm long. 
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Measuring dopamine in the brain is complicated by the presence of numerous other 
electroactive endogenous compounds. Several easily oxidized compounds have been 
identified in brain fluid samples, including dopamine metabolites such as 3, 4-
dihydroxyphenylacetic acid and homovanillic acid; the antioxidant ascorbic acid; and 
other neurotransmitters, such as nitric oxide, norepinephrine, and serotonin. Because 
many of these compounds are present in large concentrations, electrochemical 
selectivity is important in discriminating the dopamine signal. Also, after dopamine 
neuronal activity occurs, changes in blood flow cause local alkaline pH fluctuations, 
which can interfere with dopamine detection by altering the background charging 
current of the electrode in many electro analytical techniques [183] Minimization of 
electrical noise is critical for measuring low concentrations. Increasing the electrode 
area can increase the dopamine oxidation current (the signal) relative to the 
fundamental noise of the amplifiers. Therefore, cylindrical electrodes provide greater 
sensitivity than smaller disk electrodes for measuring dopamine.  
1.13. Ascorbic Acid (A.A) (C6H8O6)   
Ascorbic acid is an organic acid with antioxidant properties (Scheme 2.2). Its 
appearance is white to light yellow crystals or powder. It is water soluble. The L-
enantiomer of ascorbic acid is commonly known as vitamin C. The name is derived 
from a scorbuticus (scurvy) as a shortage of this molecule may lead to scurvy. In 
1937 the Nobel Prize for chemistry was awarded to Walter Haworth for his work in 
determining the structure of ascorbic acid (shared with Paul Karrer, who received his 
award for work on vitamins), and the prize for Physiology of Medicine that year 
went to Albert Szent-Györyi for his studies of the biological functions of L-ascorbic 
acid. Ascorbate acts as an antioxidant by being itself available foe energetically 
favorable oxidation. Many oxidants (typically) reactive oxygen species such as the 
hydroxyl radical (formed from hydrogen peroxide), contain an unpaired electron and 
thus are highly reactive and damaging to humans and plants at the molecular level. 
This is due to their interaction with nucleic acid, proteins and lipids. Reactive oxygen 
species oxidize (take electrons from) the ascorbate first to monodehydroascorbate 
and then dehydroascorbate. The reactive oxygen species are reduced to water while 
the oxidized forms of ascorbate are relatively stable and unreactive, and do not cause 
cellular damage. 
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1.14. Sensors 
A sensor is defined as a measuring device that exhibits a characteristic of an 
electrical nature (charge, voltage, or current) when it is subjected to a phenomenon 
that is not electric. The electrical signal it produces must carry all the necessary 
information about the process under investigation. Sensors are used for detecting and 
measuring the concentration of various chemical species in liquid or gas phase. An 
“ideal” chemical sensor should exhibit high sensitivity, selectivity, high operation 
speed, reversibility and stability under operating conditions. Moreover, it should not 
be sensitive to temperature changes or to radiations of various kinds. For over ten 
years extensive investigations of various metals, oxides, inorganic semiconductors, 
solid electrolytes, carbon and silicon like materials have been carried out and 
changes in the electrochemical potential, electrical, optical, electrical, magnetic, 
thermic, tensometric and other properties taking place in these materials as a result of 
their interactions with particular gases have been studied. Electronically conducting 
polymers with conjugated Π bonds, e.g. polyacetylene, polyparaphenylene, 
polypyrrole, polythiophene, polyaniline are likely to show properties meeting the 
requirements mentioned above, because their conductivity depends on the electronic 
structure which can undergo changes under the influence of a chemical species 
absorbed on the surface of the polymer layer. These changes may result e.g. from 
redox or acid-base interactions between polymer and the chemical species. For 
instance, polyacetylene may be used for determining the concentration of nitrate ions 
in acid solutions because, as the result of the process involving the intercalation 
oxidation, the conductivity of this polymer changes which is probably due to 
disturbances occurring in the band structure of Π electrons. The usability of 
polypyrrole and its derivatives as sensors for ammonia, vapors of amines, nitrogen 
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, nitro-methane, toluene, benzene, methanol, and water 
vapor was investigated. Recently, the use of conducting polymers, e.g. polyaniline 
and polypyrrole for preparing enzymatic electrochemical micro-sensors sensitive to 
glucose content was reported. Summing up, electronically conducting polymers 
appear to be interesting materials for sensor technology, because the adsorptions of 
gases or liquids on the surface of the polymer layer can lead to reversible changes in 
their physical properties. At present, the studies of ionically conducting polymers in 
sensor technology are at the initial stage. Sensors with conducting polymers exist for 
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different substances, for example for gases like SO2, NO2 [224], glucose [225] and 
urea [226]. 
1.15 Importance of conducting polymers to biosensors 
Conducting polymers have attracted much interest as a suitable matrix of enzymes 
Conducting polymers are used to enhance speed, sensitivity and versatility of 
biosensors in diagnostics to measure vital analytes. Conducting polymers are thus 
finding ever increasing use in diagnostic medical reagents (Heller, 1990) 
The electrochemical synthesis of conducting polymers allows the direct deposition of 
the polymer on the electrode surface, while simultaneously trapping the protein 
molecules ( Bartlett and Gambhir). It is thus possible to control the spatial 
distribution of the immobilized enzymes, the film thickness and modulate the 
enzyme activity by changing the state of the polymer. The development of any kind 
of technology in this field heavily depends on the understanding of the interaction at 
the molecular level, between the biologically active protein, either as a simple 
composite or through chemical grafting. For the proper relay of the electrons from 
the surface of the electrode to the enzyme active site, the concept of ‘electrical 
wiring’ has been reported ( Heller and Gregg).  
Conducting polymers are also known to be compatible with biological molecules in 
neutral aqueous solutions. They can be reversibly doped and undoped 
electrochemically accompanied by significant changes in conductivity and 
spectroscopic properties of the films that can be used as a signal for the biochemical 
reaction  
Conducting polymers have the ability to efficiently transfer electric charge produced 
by the biochemical reaction to electronic circuit (De Taxis du Poet et al., 1990). 
Moreover conducting polymers can be deposited over defined areas of electrodes. 
This unique property of conducting polymers along with the possibility to entrap 
enzymes during electrochemical polymerization has been exploited for the 
fabrication of amperometric biosensors ( Price; Mirmohseni; Teasdale and 
Trojanowicz). Fig. 3 shows the pathway suggested for electron transfer in the 
conducting polymer based amperometric biosensors. 
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Figure 1.2 : Pathway suggested for electron transfer in conducting polymer based 
biosensors. 
1.16. Reproducibility, Stability and Lifetime 
Definition of reproducibility is the same for electrochemical biosensors as for any 
other analytical device: reproducibility is a measure of the scatter or the drift in a 
series of observations or results performed over a period of time. It is generally 
determined for the analyte concentrations within the usable range.  
The operational stability of a biosensor response may vary considerably depending 
on the sensor geometry, method of preparation, as well as on the applied receptor and 
transducer. Furthermore it is strongly dependent upon the response rate limiting 
factor, i.e. a substrate external or inner diffusion or biological recognition reaction. 
Finally, it may vary considerably depending on the operational conditions. For 
operational stability determination, we recommend consideration of the analyte 
concentration, the continuous or sequential contact of the biosensor with the analyte 
solution, temperature, buffer composition, presence of organic solvents, and sample 
matrix composition. Although some biosensors have been reported usable under 
laboratory conditions for more than one year, their practical lifetime is either 
unknown or limited to days or weeks when they are incorporated into industrial 
processes or to biological tissue, such as glucose biosensors implanted in vivo Pickup 
and The´venot, 1993. For storage stability assessment, significant parameters are the 
state of storage, i.e. dry or wet, the atmosphere composition, i.e. air or nitrogen, pH, 
buffer composition and presence of additives. 
Finally, the mode of assessment of lifetime should be specified, i.e. by reference to 
initial sensitivity, upper limit of the linear concentration range for the calibration 
curve, accuracy or reproducibility. Biosensor stability may also be quantified as the 
drift, when the sensitivity evolution is monitored during either storage or operational 
conditions. The drift determination is especially useful for biosensors which 
evolution is either very slow or studied during rather short period of time. 
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1.17 Applications of conducting polymers to biosensors 
Conducting polymers have been used in the fabrication of biosensors in various 
fields such as:  
• Health care: In medical diagnosis (glucose, fructose, lactate, ethanol, cholesterol, 
urea etc.) 
• Immunosensors: Can be used in medical diagnostics and environmental sensors 
• DNA sensors: In the detection of various genetic disorders. 
• Environmental monitoring: For control of pollution and detection of hazardous 
chemicals in biosensors (polyphenols, sulfites, peroxides, formaldehyde etc.) 
• Food analysis: For detection of glucose, fructose, ethanol, sucrose, lactate, 
malate, galactose, citrate, lactose, urea, starch etc. in food industries. 
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2.EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1.Chemicals 
3,4ethylenedioxythiophene and 1-(p-Tolysulfonyl)-pyrole monomers were used from 
Sigma-Aldrich..As the electrolyte acetonitrile is also used from Sigma Aldrich and 
sodium perchlorate is from Sigma.Dopamine hydrochloride is from Sigma 
Aldrich,ascorbic acid is from Riedel-de Haen and the buffer solution-di-sodium 
hydrogen phosphates potassium dihydrogen phosphate (ph=7 @ 20 º C ) is from 
Merck. 
2.2. Preparation of Carbon Fiber Micro Button Electrode (CFMBEs) 
Carbon fiber (Tenax HTA 5000) micro button electrode was used as the working 
electrode.Firstly,3 cm of  carbon fiber (with an average diameter of around 7 µm )  
was attached to a copper wire with a Teflon tape. Then it was passed through a 
capillary tube with a diameter of 4 mm. In order to immobilize the fiber inside the 
capillary tube,3M ESPE filling material was injected through it. To fix carbon fiber 
within filling material ,it was exposed to UV curing light with  UV curing machine 
traded Magedenta. Finally the tip of carbon fiber was polished with flexible shaft 
machine traded Balkan motor company.The conductivity of CFMBE was tested by 
multimeter. Before the experiments, CFMBE was firstly polished, then cleaned with 
acetone & electrolyte solution itself and lastly dried.The platinium and silver button 
electrodes were prepared in the same procedure. The procedure was explained in the 
following photos step by step .(Figure 2.1-2.8) 
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Figure 2.1: Carbon fiber micro electrode 
 
 
  
Figure 2.2: It was passed through a capillary tube and  the fiber inside the capillary 
tube,3M ESPE filling material was injected through it 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: It was exposed to UV curing light with  UV curing machine traded Magedenta 
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Figure 2.4: The tip of carbon fiber was polished with flexible shaft machine traded Balkan 
motor company. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: The conductivity of CFMBE was 
tested by multimeter 
Figure2.6: Carbon fiber micro button 
electrode 
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Figure2.7: Carbon fiber micro button electrode Figure 2.8: Platin micro button electrode 
 
2.3 Electropolymerization and Characterization of the Monomers 
3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)  was synthesized electrochemically  on carbon 
fiber micro button electrode(CFMBE) by cyclic voltammetry.The 
electropolymerization was performed between 0-1.4 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 
with 10 cycles. 244 µM EDOT was used in 0.1 M NaClO4/ACN electrolyte solution.  
P(Edot-co-pTsp) was coated on CFMBE by CV method.The initial feed ratio was 
[Edot]0 / [pTsp]0 =1:25. 234.6 µM pTsp and 9,4 µM EDOT were mixed in 0.1 M 
NaClO4/ACN electrolyte solution. The electropolymerization was performed 
between 0-1.4 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 with 10 cycles.  
In the electropolymerization,as the working electrode carbonfiber microbutton 
electrode was used,1 cm of platinium wire was used as the counter electrode,and as 
the reference electrode 1 cm silver wire was used.For dopamine detection by CV 
part,all these 3 electrodes were button electrodes.CFMBE was used as the working 
electrode,as the counter electrode platin button electrode was used and finally as the 
reference electrode silver button electrode was used.  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1.Electropolymerization and Biosensor Behaviour of Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) on CFMBE against dopamine 
3.1.1. Electropolymerization of  PEDOT on CFMBE by Cyclic Voltammetry  
3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT)  was synthesized electrochemically  on carbon 
fiber micro button electrode(CFMBE) by cyclic voltammetry.The 
electropolymerization was performed between 0-1.4 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 
with 10 cycles. 244 µM EDOT was used in 0.1 M NaClO4/ACN electrolyte solution. 
The current increased with the cycle which indicates polymer film was electrocoated 
on CFMBE.(Figure 3.2). Hereafter the PEDOT coated CFMBE is referred as 
PEDOT/CFMBE. 
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                           Figure3.1: PEDOT Molecular Structure 
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Figure 3.2 Electropolymerization of PEDOT on CFMBE by CV method between 0-
1.4 V,at a scan rate of  50 mVs-1   with 10 cycles. 
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3.1.2. Biosensor Behaviour of PEDOT /CFMBE coated by CV against dopamine  
In order to check the response of PEDOT/CFMBE against dopamine, 12 solutions of 
different dopamine concentrations were prepared in the range of 10-1000 µM. A 
buffer solution-di sodium hydrogen phosphate potassium dihydrogen phosphate 
(ph=7 @ 20 º C) was used.For the first 3 solutions; 10, 50 and 100 µM dopamine 
were prepared  and after 100 µM the rest 9 solutions were prepared by increasing the 
dopamine molarity with a 100 µM  interval each time. 
A potential between -0,5 to 0,5 V was applied to PEDOT/CFMBE for each different  
dopamine concentrations.Every time 5 different scan rates were applied from 50-250 
mV / s with an increase of 50 mV/s. The current values increased as the scan rate 
increased.(Figure 3.3) 
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 Figure 3.3 CV of PEDOT / CFMBE in 1000 µM dopamine solution;at scan     rates 
50-250 mV/s with 50 mV/s interval               
The linear relation between peak currents and dopamine concentrations were found 
by drawing the graph of concentration values of dopamine solutions versus the peak 
currents of each dopamine solution at 250 mV/s.A highly linear behaviour was 
observed.(Figure 3.4)  
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Figure 3.4 The linear relationship between peak currents and concentration values of 
dopamine solutions at scan rate 250 mV/s  
In the following table,anodic and cathodic peak currents and their ratios can be seen 
at scan rate 250 mV/s  
Table 3.1 Anodic,cathodic peak currents and their ratios of PEDOT/CFMBE at scan 
rate 250 mV/s  
 
 
 
 
                                               
     
In order to understand the effect of the polymer film on current response,the CV 
measurements were also done for the uncoated CFMBE.Their peak current values 
and cycles were compared. 
Dop. Conc. /µM Ia  /µA Ic  /µA Ia/Ic   
10 15.39 -13.33 0.86 
50 15.55 -13.56 0.87 
100 15.68 -13.64 0.87 
200 15.85 -13.71 0.86 
300 16.08 -13.94 0.86 
400 16.16 -14.02 0.87 
500 16.39 -14.18 0.86 
600 16.54 -14.25 0.86 
700 16.82 -14.48 0.86 
800 17.08 -14.83 0.87 
900 17.35 -15.1 0.87 
1000 17.52 -15.15 0.86 
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 Figure 3.5 CV of  uncoated CFMBE in 800 µM dopamine concentration;at scan rates 
50,100 mV/s 
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Figure 3.6 CV Comparison of  PEDOT/CFMBE and uncoated CFMBE in 800 µM 
dopamine solution at scan rate 50 mV/s  
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of peak current values of PEDOT/CFMBE and uncoated 
CFMBE for different dopamine solutions at scan rate 250 mV/s 
 
 
Table 3.2 Peak current values of PEDOT/CFMBE,uncoated CFMBE and their ratios 
for different dopamine solutions at scan rate 250 mV/s 
Dop.Con./µ M IPEDOT/CFMBE/µA IunmodifiedCFMBE/µA IPEDOT/CFMBE:IunmodifiedCFMBE  
200 15.85 0.26 59.14 
300 16.08 0.27 58.48 
400 16.16 0.28 57.71 
500 16.39 0.28 57.51 
600 16.54 0.29 55.50 
700 16.82 0.32 52.56 
800 17.08 0.34 50.24 
900 17.35 0.33 51.79 
1000 17.52 0.33 53.09 
The current values of PEDOT/CFMBE is on average 55 times greater than 
unmodified CFMBE.(Table3.2).When CFMBE was coated with PEDOT,the 
oxidation and reduction peaks became clear. 
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Figure 3.8 Scan rate effect on peak currents of CV of PEDOT/CFMBE in  solutions 
of different dopamine concentrations 
3.1.3 Electropolymerization of PEDOT onCFMBE by Chronoamperometry  
PEDOT
 
was electropolymerized chronoamperometrically in 0.1 M  NaClO4/ACN 
electrolyte solution. A constant potential of 1.4 volts was applied for 60 seconds 
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Figure 3.9 Electropolymerization of  PEDOT chronoamperometrically,Econst= 1.4  
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3.1.4.Biosensor Behaviour of PEDOT/CFMBE coated  chronoamperometrically 
against dopamine  
The response of PEDOT/CFMBE which was coated  chronoamperometrically 
against dopamine was examined. For the first 3 solutions; 10, 50 and 100 µM 
dopamine were prepared  and after 100 µM the rest 9 solutions were prepared by 
increasing the dopamine molarity with a 100 µM  interval each time like it was done 
in the previous section.The CV diagrams and peak current values were compared 
with uncoated CFMBE. 
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Figure 3.10 CV comparison of PEDOT/CFMBE and uncoated CFMBE in 10 µM 
dopamine solution at scan rate 50 mV/s 
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Figure 3.11 CV comparison of PEDOT/CFMBE and uncoated CFMBE in 500 µM 
dopamine solution at scan rate 50 mV/s 
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Compared to unmodified CFMBE,the oxidation and reduction peaks of dopamine 
were observed  and the CV shape was rectangular with a high current value even at 
low concentrations of dopamine and low scan rates;i.e. 10 µM dopamine solution;50 
mV/s. 
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Figure 3.12 The  relation between peak currents and dopamine concentration of 
PEDOT/CFMBE coated by chronoamperometry  
A linear relation couldn’t be observed in the response of PEDOT/ CFMBE coated by 
chronoamperometry.The current values were found to be much more than uncoated 
CFMBE and PEDOT/CFMBE coated by CV. 
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Figure 3.13 Comparison of CV and Chronoamperometry methods for 
PEDOT/CFMBE  
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3.1.5.Ascorbic Acid Interference  
In the electrochemical determination of dopamine a major problem encounterd 
frequently; the interference due to ascorbic acid.Ascorbic acid is usually present in 
vivo at concentrations 102 to 103 times higher than dopamine. [65].Electro-oxidation 
of dopamine and ascorbic acid at bare electrodes requires high potentials. 
Additionally dopamine and ascorbic acid are oxidized at similar potentials at bare 
electrodes Improvement of the selectivity of dopamine by electrochemical 
pretreatment,chemically modified electrodes,differential pulse voltammetry,square 
wave voltammetry,fast scan voltammetry has been mentioned in the literature in 
order to overcome this problem [108]. 
 
DPV is a technique frequently used for the sensitive detection of dopamineIn the 
following figure,PEDOT/ CFMBE was applied potential by DPV method;as the 
dopamine concentration imcreased the current value also increased.The peak was 
observed at 0.1 V,which was the potential value of dopamine oxidation in CV 
measurements before.In this experiment,a step size of 2 mV and pulse size of 25 mV 
was applied.The sample period was 1 second and the pulse time was 0.1 second. 
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Figure 3.14 DPV  of PEDOT/CFMBE  after adding 100,500,600,700,800,900 µM of 
dopamine respectively 
Another DPV measurement of PEDOT/CFMBE was done in the presence of ascorbic 
acid. 10 mM of ascorbic acid was added to buffer solution once and then each time 
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100 µM dopamine was added. A step size of 2 mV and pulse size of 50 mV was 
applied.The sample period was 1 second and the pulse time was 0.1 second.As the 
dopamine molarity increased,the current values increased.The oxidation peak of 
dopamine was observed around 0.7 V as it was  observed at similar potentials  in CV 
measurements before. 
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Figure 3.15 DPV response for one addition of 10 mM ascorbic acid, and repetitive 
addition of 100 µM dopamine at PEDOT/CFMBE. 
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Figure 3.16 The peak current values from Figure 3.15 
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Figure 3.17 Comparison of peak current values from Figure 3.14 and 3.15;i.e. with 
and without ascorbic acid.  
As it can be seen from the Figure 3.16, the linear relation between peak current 
values and dopamine concentrations is highly linear;i.e.R=0,9968. If the peak current 
values of dopamine solutions with or without ascorbic acid are compared, a relation 
in Figure 3.17 can be found.The slope of line is more in the solution without ascorbic 
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acid compared to the other one,thus the current increase is more when there is no 
ascorbic acid in the solution. 
The presence of the polymers on the carbon fiber surface clearly suppresses 
ascorbicacid oxidation while it is concomitantly enhancing the dopamine signal. 
Ascorbic acid is negatively charged in phosphate buffer and hence rejection 
of ascorbic acid by electrostatic interactions can be assumed. At this pH value 
dopamine is positively charged and is attracted by the polymer film.[66] 
3.2.Electropolymerization and Biosensor Behaviour of Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene-co-Para-Tolysulfonly pyrrole) on CFMBE against 
dopamine 
3.2.1. Electropolymerization of P(Edot-co-pTsp) on CFMBE by Cyclic 
Voltammetry  
P(Edot-co-pTsp) was coated on CFMBE by CV method.The initial feed ratio was 
[Edot]0 / [pTsp]0 =1:25. 234.6 µM pTsp and 9,4 µM EDOT were mixed in 0.1 M 
NaClO4/ACN electrolyte solution. The electropolymerization was performed 
between 0-1.4 V at a scan rate of 50 mVs-1 with 10 cycles. The current increased 
with the cycle which  indicates  polymer film was electrocoated on CFMBE.(Figure 
3.16). Hereafter the Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene-co-Para-Tolysulfonly pyrrole) 
coated CFMBE is referred as P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE. 
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Figure 3.19 Electropolymerization of P(Edot-co-pTsp) on CFMBE by CV method 
between 0-1.4 V,at a scan rate of  50 mVs-1   with 10 cycles. 
Then P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE was immersed in the monomer free solution and the 
CV measurements were done for 5 cycles in the same range of potential;0-1.4 V.The 
scan rates were in the range of 50-250 mV/s with 50 mV/s interval.An increase in the 
current also was observed here 
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Figure 3.20: CV of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE  in monomer free solution;scan rates 
50-250 mV/s with 50 mV/s interval.  
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3.2.2.Biosensor Behaviour of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE coated by CV against 
dopamine  
3.2.2.1.Detection Limit 
In order to check the response of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE against dopamine, 
different dopamine concentrations in a  buffer solution-di sodium hydrogen 
phosphate potassium dihydrogen phosphate-were prepared. Seven dopamine 
solutions with different concentrations varying from 10-3 to 10-9 M were prepared by 
diluting the solution 10 times each time.Then a potential between -0,5 to 0,5 V was 
applied to P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE by CV for each  different  dopamine 
solution.Each time 5 different scan rates were applied in the range of 50-250 mV / s 
with 50 mV/s interval. The current values increased as the scan rate 
increased.(Figure 3.19) 
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Figure 3.21 CV of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 1000 µM dopamine solution; at scan     
rates 50-250 mV/s with 50 mV/s interval 
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The oxidation peak for dopamine was observed at nearly   0.1 V.It was more difficult 
to observe the oxidation and reduction peaks as the dopamine concentration 
decreased and the cycles turned to a rectangular shape at very low concentrations of 
dopamine;i.e.1 nM and 10 nM..(Figure 3.20 and 3.21) 
.After finishing the measurements for each concentration the linear relation between 
the logarithms of peak currents and the logarithms of dopamine concentrations was 
found. 
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Figure 3.22 CV of P(Edot-co-
pTsp)/CFMBE in 0.01  µM  dopamine 
concentration 
 
Figure 3.23 CV of  P(Edot-co-
pTsp)/CFMBE  in 0.001  µM  dopamine 
concentration 
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Figure 3.24 Linear relation between logarithms of peak currents and logarithms of 
dopamine concentrations  
As the dopamine concentration increased current values also increased.The lowest 
detection limit was observed as 0.001  µM (1 nM) in the absence of ascorbic acid.   
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3.2.2.2 Biosensor Behaviour of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE against dopamine in 
the range of 200-1000 µM. 
The current values  were measured by CV in the dopamine concentration range of 
200-1000 µM with 100 µM interval.For the detection of different concentrations of 
dopamine  different scan rates were applied;i.e.for each 100 µM dopamine additions 
the scan rates were varied from 50-250 mV /s.(Figure 3.23)     
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Figure 3.25 CV of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 600 µM dopamine solution; at scan     
rates 50-250 mV/s with 50 mV/s interval   
The CV measurements were also done by uncoated CFMBE in the same dopamine 
concentration range to compare with the modified electrodes.In order to understand 
the effect of the polymer film on current response,their peak current values and 
cycles were compared. 
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Figure 3.26 CV of  uncoated CFMBE in 
200 µM dopamine concentration;scan rates 
50,100 mV/s 
Figure 3.27 CV of  uncoated 
CFMBE in 1000 µM dopamine 
concentration;scan rates 50,100 
mV/s 
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Figure 3.28 Comparison of  CVs of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE and uncoated 
CFMBE in 200 µM soln 
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Figure 3.29 Comparison of  CVs of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE and uncoated 
CFMBE in 1000 µM soln 
It was seen from the figures that,when the CFMBE was coated with P(Edot-co-
pTsp), the current values increased. The behaviours of coated CFMBE and uncoated 
CFMBE in buffer solutions without dopamine were also checked. 
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Figure 3.30 CV comparisons of coated/uncoated CFMBE in buffer soln.and in 1000 
µM dopamine soln. 
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It was observed that for the  uncoated CFMBE in the buffer solution, the current 
value was very low and when it was coated,the current value increased.When 
dopamine was added into the buffer solution,the current value increased significantly 
and the oxidation and reduction peaks became clear because of oxidation of 
dopamine.(Figure 3.28) 
The linear relation between peak currents and dopamine concentrations was shown in 
the following figure 3.29 in the concentration range of 200-1000 µM. 
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Figure 3.31 The linear relation between peak currents and dopamine concentrations  
in the concentration range of 200-1000 µM with 100 µM interval at scan rate 250 mV/s. 
A linear response was observed with an R value of 0.996 in this interval,the current 
value increased as the dopamine concentration increased.Anodic and cathodic peak 
currents,the ratio of anodic and cathodic peak currents(ia /ic) and ∆E values were 
given in the table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Anodic and cathodic peak currents,the ratio of anodic and cathodic peak 
currents(ia /ic) and ∆E values of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE at scan rate 250 mV/s. 
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Figure 3.32 Scan rate effect of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in different dop.solutions 
As it can be seen from the figure above,there is a linear relationship between scan 
rate and peak current values;as the scan rate increased the anodic peak current 
increased whereas the cathodic peak current was decreased.In this range, the current 
values were compared between modified and unmodified CFMBEs. 
Dopamine 
concentration 
(µM) 
Ia  /µA Ic  /µA Ia/Ic   Ea / V Ec / V ∆E  / V 
200 1.16 -1.30 0.89 0.105 0.0140 0.091 
300 1.20 -1.38 0.86 0.110 0.0190 0.091 
400 1.22 -1.42 0.85 0.125 0.0092 0.1342 
500 1.28 -1.44 0.88 0.127 0.0065 0.1205 
600 1.32 -1.50 0.88 0.123 0.0143 0.1087 
700 1.35 -1.55 0.87 0.131 0.0092 0.1218 
800 1.40 -1.61 0.86 0.140 0.0093 0.1307 
900 1.45 -1.68 0.86 0.116 0.0067 0.1093 
1000 1.50 -1.70 0.88 0.192 0.0094 0.1826 
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Figure 3.33 The comparison of uncoated and coated CFMBE  with respect to 
different  concentrations of dopamine  
 
Table 3.4 Peak Current value comparisons of modified and unmodified CFMBE  
Dop.Conc./ (µM) Icoated CFMBE (I1) Iuncoated CFMBE(I2) I1/I2 
200 1.16 0.268 4.33 
300 1.2 0.275 4.36 
400 1.22 0.28 4.36 
500 1.28 0.285 4.49 
600 1.32 0.298 4.43 
700 1.35 0.32 4.22 
800 1.4 0.34 4.12 
900 1.45 0.335 4.33 
1000 1.5 0.33 4.55 
It was  shown that the current values of coated CFMBE is approximately 4.5 times 
greater than the uncoated CFMBE.These results suggest that the dopamine molecules 
bind to the polymer film,thus polymer on the CFMBE increases the sensivitiy of 
CFMBE to dopamine. 
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3.2.3 Electropolymerization of P(Edot-co-pTsp) on CFMBE by 
Chronoamperometry Method  
The Edot-pTsp monomer mixture  which has an initial feed ratio 1:25 of  [Edot]0 / 
[pTsp]0   was electropolymerized chronoamperometrically in 0.1 M  NaClO4/ACN 
electrolyte solution. A constant potential of 1.4 volts was applied for 60 seconds. 
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Figure3.34 Electropolymerization ofP(Edot-co-pTsp) 
chronoamperometrically,Econstant= 1.4 volts 
3.2.4.Biosensor Behaviour of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE coated  
chronoamperometrically against dopamine 
The response of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE which was coated  
chronoamperometrically against dopamine was examined. The current values  were 
measured by CV in the dopamine concentration range of 200-1000 µM with 100 µM 
interval.For the detection of different concentrations of dopamine  different scan 
rates were applied;i.e.for each 100 µM dopamine additions the scan rates were varied 
from 50-250 mV /s 
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Figure3.35Cv of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 400 µM dopamine 
concentration,electropolymerized  chronoamperometrically. 
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Figure 3.36Cv of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 1000 µM dopamine 
concentration,electropolymerized  chronoamperometrically 
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The linear relation between the peak current values and dopamine concentration  was 
analyzed. A highly linear response behaviour was obtained with a R value of 
0.998.The current value increased as the dopamine concentration increased. 
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Figure 3.37 Response of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE to dopamine,electropolymerized 
chronoamperometrically. 
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Figure 3.38 Comparison of response  of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE against dopamine 
with respect to different methods;CV and  choronoamperometry.;at scan rate 250 
mV/s  
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For the films obtained by chronoamperometric method probably yields thicker films 
and different morphology than the films obtained by CV method which exhibits 
higher current response against dopamine.Even this difference became sharper at 
higher concentrations of dopamine 
3.3 . Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 
3.3.1 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of PEDOT/CFMBE  
Electrochemically synthesized poly (3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)  on 
carbon fiber micro button electrode(CFMBE) by cyclic voltammetry method(Section 
3.1.1), was used for the electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) 
measurements and these measurements were performed in the range of 100 kHz-10 
mHz  in dopamine solutions. 
Figure 3.38 shows the Bode phase angles of PEDOT/CFMBE in 6 different 
dopamine solutions in the concentration range of 0.001-100 µM.Between the 
frequency values 0.01-0.1 Hz,the maximum phase angles increased as the dopamine 
concentration decreased,thus 0.001 µM dopamine solution had the maximum phase 
angle.  
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          Figure 3.39 Bode phase angles of PEDOT/CFMBE in dopamine solution in 
the concentration range of 0.001-100 µM 
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Figure 3.39 shows the Nyquist plots of of PEDOT/CFMBE in 6 different dopamine 
solutions in the range of 0.001-100 µM. As the dopamine concentration of the 
solution increased,the slope of Nyquist plot decreased. 
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 Figure 3.40 Nyquist plots of PEDOT/CFMBE in dopamine.solutin in the 
concentration range of 0.001-100 µM 
The low frequency capacitance values (CLF) calculated by  the following equation 
using the imaginary component (Zim) of the impedance at lowest frequency (obtained 
from Nyquist plot) and 0,01 Hz for the f value which was the lowest frequency  of 
experiments. 
CLF = (2pifZım)-1             
           
 
          Table 3.5 CLF values of PEDOT/CFMBE in different dopamine solutions 
 
 Dopamine concentrations/µM                                           CLF  
                              0,01                   199,7 µF 
                              0,1                   199,8 µF 
                              1                   199,9 µF 
                              10                  200,9 µF 
                              100                  205,6 µF 
                              1000                238,2 µF 
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As it can be seen from the Table 3.5,the CLF values decreased as the dopamine 
concentration of the solution decreased.The values approached to each other as the 
solution became more diluted. 
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         Figure 3.41 CLF  values of different dopamine solutions; 0.1-1000 µM 
 
3.3.2. Equivalent Circuit  
 
The electrochemical parameters of the CFBME/PEDOT/Electroyte system were 
evaluated by employing The ZSimpWin (version 3.10) software from Princeton 
Applied Research. We observed excellent agreement between experimental results 
and the parameters obtained from the best fitting electrical equivalent circuit model,  
the accepted chi-squared values  (χ2) were in the range of   
10-4 ,where χ2 is the function defined as the sum of the squares of the residuals. 
The  equivalent electrical circuit model used in simulation of the system were shown 
in figure 3.41. In this simulation, experimentally obtained impedance data was used 
to develeop the circuit model- R(QR)(CR). It was built using series components; the 
first one is the bulk solution resistance of the polymer and the electrolyte, RS, second 
one is the parallel combination of the Q and R1; where R1 is the charge transfer. The 
last component is the parallel combination of the double layer capacitance (CDL) and 
R2 ; where R2 is the resistance of the electrolyte. 
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Figure 3.42  Equivalent Electrical Circuit used in Simulation:R(QR)(CR) 
 
Simulation results are given Table 3.6 show that this electrical equivalent circuit was 
successfully applied to the experimental data to explain the interface between the 
carbon fiber microbutton electrode, the  polymer film and electroyte in this potential 
region. 
 
Table 3.6 Dopamine concentration dependence of the parameters calculated from the 
circuit model  which is given in Figure 3.41 
Dop.Conc. 0,01  µM  0,1    µM 1       µM 10     µM 100    µM 
chi squared/χ2 2.690e-04                 2.351e-04                 2.796e-04                 2.561e-04 3.352e-04 
Rs/ohm 1587 1537 1500 1430 1445          
     Q/ Yo/ S s-n 0,0003542       0,0003822 0,04021        0,0004192        0,0004614       
          n 0,8           0,8          0,8           0,8          0,8          
      R1/ohm 2265 2615 3130        4043 8869 
      Cdl /µF 195,3 195,4 195,2 195,4 197.7 
      R2/kohm 1067 1016 918,4 716,3 48,66  
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Figure 3.43Nyquist Plots of PEDOT/CFMBE  correlated with the calculated data          
 from theoretical equivalent circuit; R(QR)(CR) 
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Figure 3.44Bode Phase Plot of PEDOT/CFMBE in 10 µM dopamine solution 
correlated with the calculated data from theoretical equivalent circuit; R(QR)(CR). 
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Figure 3.45 Bode Magnitude Plot of PEDOT/CFMBE in 10 µM dopamine solution 
correlated with the calculated data from theoretical equivalent circuit; R(QR)(CR). 
 
3.3.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE 
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Figure 3.46 Bode phase angles of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in dopamine solution in 
the concentration range of 0.001-1000 µM 
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Electrochemically synthesized P(Edot-co-pTsp) on carbon fiber micro button 
electrode(CFMBE) by cyclic voltammetry method(Section 3.2.1), was used for the 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) measurements and these 
measurements were performed in the range of 100 kHz-10 mHz  in dopamine 
solutions. 
Figure 3.45 shows the Bode phase angles of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 7 different 
dopamine solutions in the concentration range of 0.001-1000 µM.Between the 
frequency values 0.01-10 Hz,the maximum phase angles increased as the dopamine 
concentration decreased,thus 0.001 µM dopamine solution had the maximum phase 
angle.  
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Figure 3.47 Bode magnitude values of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in dopamine 
solution in the concentration range of 0.001-1000 µM 
Figure 3.46 shows the Bode magnitude values of P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE in 7 
different dopamine solutions in the concentration range of 0.001-1000 µM.Between 
the frequency values 1-100 Hz,the magnitude of Bode increased as the dopamine 
concentration increased,thus 1000 µM dopamine solution had the maximum Bode 
magnitude value,while it did’t change in the other frequency regions;i.e 0.001-1 Hz 
& 100 Hz-100 kHz. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS  
With respect to the change in  dopamine concentration,both the peak current values 
of PEDOT/CFMBE and P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE  changed,which is the basic 
principle of how a biosensor works. For  P(Edot-co-pTsp)/ CFMBE,the detection 
value was 1 nM which is a very low value of dopamine.At these very low 
concentrations the CV diagrams for P(Edot-co-pTsp)/ CFMBE was in a rectangular 
shape. 
Between the methods,electropolymerization chronoampetrically caused much higher 
peak current values compared to CV method.The peak current values were highest 
for PEDOT/CFMBE coated chronoamperometrically,then PEDOT/CFMBE coated 
by CV, P(Edot-co-pTsp)/CFMBE coated chronoamperometrically, P(Edot-co-
pTsp)/CFMBE coated by CV respectively. 
At very slow scan rates;i.e.50 mV/s,the CV diagrams of PEDOT/CFMBE coated 
chronoamperometrically  were observed as rectangular at even very low 
concentrations of  dopamine;i.e.10 µM. 
For ascorbic acid interfere problem, the DPV results show us when the dopamine 
concentration gets higher the current values was still sensitive to dopamine although 
the existence of ascorbic acid in the buffer solution.So polymer film coating is a 
good way to overcome this problem. 
The electrochemical impedance characterization results showed us EIS parameters 
are dependent on the concentration of dopamine in the solution.An equivalent circuit 
model was simulated for CFBME/PEDOT/Electroyte system. 
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